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SYMBOLIC SPATIAL FORM IN
THE RIME OF THE ANCIENT MARINER
AND THE PROBLEM OF GOD *

by Thomas Dilworth

Abstract: Exclusive pairings of images or events in the Mariner’s monologue
generate two imaginatively spatial patterns unnoticed till now. One consists of three
pairings, the other of nine. The focus of the smaller pattern is the killing of the
Albatross; that of the larger, the blessing of the water snakes. The latter focus is
central to the poem and, since blessing is synonymous with love, implies
fundamental metaphysical goodness. This focus challenges the dominant view
among contemporary critics that the supernaturally inhabited universe of the poem is
morally unintelligible. That view betrays inability to read the poem as romance. It
also reduces most of the narrative to delusion and, therefore, insignificance. These
critics object to the Mariner’s ‘penance’, an objection undermined by theological
possibility and minimized by the Mariner’s attitude to his suffering. The symbolism
of the large pattern of pairings establishes the meaning of the poem as moral and
*

Originally published in Review of English Studies, 58: 236 (2007), 500-30, this

present version, put online in 2022, includes slight changes in writing and a few,
substantial additions. Epigraphs are from Coleridge, Notebooks II 1904-1808, Text,
ed. Kathleen Coburn (New York, 1961), entry 2372; and Arthur Koestler, Darkness
at Noon, trans. Daphne Hardy (New York, 1941) p. 153. The present essay grows
out of 30 years of teaching the poem and benefits from encouragement by Lee
Johnson (University of British Columbia), and direction by James Chandler
(Chicago) and Susan Wolfson (Princeton) to contemporary criticism.
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religious without being exclusively Christian. Its terms are broader, containing
varieties of paganism, an inclusiveness conforming to Coleridge’s culturalphilosophical ‘system’ by which he believed he could reduce ‘all knowledges into
harmony’.
Now this is my case, ... to go on from circle to circle till I break against the
shore of my Hearers’ patience, or have my concentricals dashed to nothing by
a Snore--that is my ordinary mishap.
--S. T. Coleridge, Christmas 1804
As long as chaos dominates the world, God is an anachronism.
--Nicholas Rubashov

An important aspect of the form of The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
has eluded scholarship. It consists of concentric pairings of images or
events in the inner narrative, the monologue of the Mariner. These
generate two imaginatively visual or spatial shapes: one small,
consisting of three pairings or parentheses; the other large, consisting
of nine pairings or parentheses. The smaller focuses on the killing of
the Albatross, the larger on the blessing of the water snakes. Owing to
the number of its constituent parts and their distribution throughout
the narrative, the larger, nine-fold pattern is structurally dominant
and more important to the meaning of the poem. Distinct from,
though related to, the chronologic of the Mariner’s voyage, the
nine-fold pattern is concentric and largely symmetrical.
Emphasizing the spatial aspect of the two patterns is the division
between the narrative frame and the inner narrative. Such divisions
involve what Joseph Frank describes as a ‘disconnectedness’ that
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shifts aesthetics to ‘space-logic’. * The framing narrative itself
imposes an ultimate pairing or circularity since it opens and closes
the poem, and that may encourage awareness of inner circularities,
but I am concerned solely with the pairings of images or events
within the Mariner’s narrative. These pairings or parentheses or
(Coleridge’s word in my first epigraph) ‘concentricals’ have
symbolic implications, which require reassessment of the meaning
of poem.
Readings of The Ancient Mariner divide according to
interpretations of its supernaturally inhabited fictional universe.
Most readers, including some contemporary critics, see it as
benevolently coherent. Most contemporary critics see it as morally
unintelligible. They think that the Mariner, the late-medieval
primary narrator, and the writer of the gloss unconvincingly
impose Christian ideology on cosmic meaningless. I think this is
owing to their unfamiliarity with the subtleties of Christian
theology. The large pattern of nine blessing-centred image-pairings
will be especially problematic for these critics, since it strongly
implies universal metaphysical benignity, which, without being
exclusively Christian, is consonant with Christianity.
Symbolic Spatial Form
The pairings of images in the Mariner’s narrative give it spatial
form. Readers often have difficulty perceiving spatially. Most
experience literature as temporal, just as most viewers of pictures
perceive them as spatial. Lessing in Laocoon famously
distinguishes between temporal and spatial art forms and,
*

Frank, The Idea of Spatial Form (New Brunswick, NJ, 1991), pp. 14, 15.
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according to neuropsychologists, the basic modes of cognition are
temporal and spatial; but no artwork is either absolutely temporal or
absolutely spatial. Time and space are continuous and inseparable,
as are temporal and spatial aspects of form and perceptions of
form. An artwork is, at most, primarily temporal or primarily
spatial, and it is one or the other only as perceived or imagined.
The pairings of images in The Ancient Mariner have gone unnoticed
till now because nearly all readers, including literary scholars, have
perceived and imagined temporally until it has become a
neurological habit. We think and imagine with the left hemisphere
of the brain, which reads by focusing on abstract concepts and
interrelating them logically; it does not see. The right hemisphere
sees, but it requires intention to overcome dominance by the left
hemisphere. *
Initially reading is always primarily linear and temporal; and
we all primarily experience The Ancient Mariner that way, as a
linear narrative told in time about a voyage in earlier time. But the
voyage is also through space and that encourages spatial
imagining. In memory, moreover, the Mariner’s narrative may be
apprehended in an instant of time, spatially. Some, at least, of its
aesthetic elements--its imagery, for example--may be called to
mind simultaneously, as in the viewing or remembering of a
painting or a map. They achieve simultaneous mental co-existence.
This happens through ‘reflexive reference’, which renders any

*

Read all about this in Iain McGilchrist’s great book, The Master and the Emissary,

the Divided Brain and the Making of the Western World (New Haven, 2001).
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literary work spatial in our awareness of it. * Shifting from
primarily temporal awareness to primarily spatial awareness may
be gratuitous, reader-determined, and incidental to literary
analysis. In a few literary works, however, it is required by aspects
of form, which, if they are to have full effect, must be imagined
spatially. When these aspects are also figurative or symbolic,
spatial awareness substantially alters literary appreciation. The
Ancient Mariner is such a work. In this respect it is rare, but it does
have precedents in literary history.
The paradigmatic example of intrinsic spatial form in literature
is Homeric ring-composition. Classical scholars first noticed it in
the early decades of the Twentieth Century, naming it after a
geometrical Mycenaean visual motif. † Homeric ring-composition
consists of balancing narrative events that resemble or complement
one another in a sequence forming a symmetrical pattern of
chiasmic recession, the outer ‘rings’ containing the inner ‘rings’.
We shall see that in The Ancient Mariner, Coleridge achieves a
similar effect by pairing physical images or narrated events. In this
he may be influenced by the Homeric epics, with which he was
certainly familiar. Charles Lamb remembers him, not yet 20, at
grammar school at Christ’s Hospital, London, ‘reciting Homer in
his Greek. ‡ And we know that he conversed at length about
Homer’.§ Although Homeric ring-structure was unknown to
*

Frank, p. 29.

†

C. H. Whitman, Homer and the Homeric Tradition (Cambridge, MA, 1967), pp. 97-8.

‡

C. Lamb, The Complete Works and Letters (New York, 1935), p. 21.

§

Eds. R. Armour and R. F. Howes, Coleridge the Talker: A Series of Contemporary

Descriptions and Comments (London, 1940), p. 125.
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Classical scholars in Coleridge’s day, he may have noticed it for
himself or he may have absorbed it unconsciously. Modern
scholars have also seen minor or local elements of ring
composition in The Aeneid, in Ovid’s Metamorphosis, and in
‘envelope pattern’ in Old English poetry, including Beowulf. *
An important precedent for Coleridge is the symmetrical
emboitement (interfitting) structure of medieval and Early Modern
romance. Balanced chiasmic structure, or ‘reiterative cyclic dilation’,
began informing romances in the Twelfth Century and subsequently
became characteristic of the genre. † Emboitement is evident, for
example, in the autobiography of La Vieille in the Roman de la Rose
by Jean de Meun, in which six themes bracket the seventh, central
theme of desire. ‡ Coleridge read this romance, and its vocabulary
influences The Ancient Mariner.§ Emboitement structure informs the
whole of Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight, in which narrative
*

See G. Williams. Technique and Ideas in the Aeneid (New Haven, 1983), pp 75-8;

M. Di Cesare, The Altar and the City: A Reading of Virgil’s Aeneid (New York, 1974), p.
90; B. Otis. Ovid as an Epic Poet (Cambridge, 1970), pp. 8 90; A. C. Bartlett, The
Larger Rhetorical Patterns in Anglo-Saxon Poetry, Columbia University Studies in
English and Comparative Literature, 123 (New York, 1935), pp. 9-29. J. Niles, ‘Ring
Composition and the Structure of Beowulf PMLA, 94 (1974), 930.
†

James Nohmberg, The Analogy of The Faerie Queene (Princeton, 1976), p. 65; Lee

Patterson, ‘For the Wyves Love of Bathe’: Feminine Rhetoric and Poetic Resolution
in the Roman de la Rose and the Canterbury Tales, Speculum, 58 (1983) 679. I am
indebted to the medievalist Joanna Luft (University of Windsor) for informing me of
the emboitement motif in romance and for advice improving my argument and my
pictorial chart of the pairings.
‡

Patterson, 669-70.

§

N. Fruman, Coleridge the Damaged Archangel (New York, 1971), p. 317.
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elements are arranged going in towards a central event and, in inverse
sequence, coming out.’ * Spenser’s The Faerie Queene contains a local
variation of emboitement in Book VI and, as a whole, achieves
chiasmic structure by means of analogies between books I and VI, II
and V and III and IV.† Coleridge read and loved Spenser. ‡ Before the
mid-20th century, literary criticism was unaware of emboitement in
medieval and later romance but, again, Coleridge may have noticed it
for himself or may have unconsciously absorbed it.
The patterns of pairings in Coleridge’s poem contribute
symbolically to the meaning of the poem. In this regard, his pairings
are unlike Homeric ring-composition but resemble a good deal of
romance emboitement. The Ancient Mariner is, after all, an imitation
of medieval romance. Its medieval setting is established by ballad
stanzas, archaic language, and medieval Catholic references. To these I
would add its variation on emboitement structure. Like emboitement,
the image-pairings or parentheses in The Ancient Mariner frame what
they enclose, cumulatively emphasizing it and implying symbolic
focus.
For The Ancient Mariner as a whole, the large pattern of nine
pairings implies overall centricity. In visual art, the centre is
conventionally the place of maximum importance--it being not merely
the spatial middle but the primary focus determined by formal
*

Dale Randall, ‘A Note on the Structure in Sir Gawayne and the Greene Knight’,

Modern Language Notes 72 (1959), 161-2.
†

Nohrnberg, p. xi.

‡

W. J. Bate, Coleridge (New York, 1968), p. 209, Fruman, p. 13, John Livingston

Lowes, The Road to Xanadu (Cambridge, MA, 1927), p. 335.
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composition. As Rudolf Arnheim writes, ‘Center and middle may ...
seem to be the same thing. But only in geometry is this always true.’ *
Similarly in literature the centre is not merely or exactly the midpoint
in length of text but is determined partly by other, dynamic aspects of
form. This is true especially when, as in Coleridge’s poem, the halves
of a pairing are not textually equidistant from their literary centre. In
The Ancient Mariner, centricity is a matter largely of dramatic
importance--the principal dramatic acts being the shooting of the
Albatross (line 82) and the blessing of the water snakes (line 285).†
Only slightly less important is the collusion of the crew with the
Mariner when they approve of the shooting (lines 101-2). Many recent
critics regard some or all of these events as unimportant or important
only to the Mariner and not to the poem. I will address their views
later, assuming for now that these events are important to the poem.
All three occur within the first five pairings in the large pattern of nine
pairings. The final four pairings bracket only the blessing. Since these
nine pairings form a single pattern, all nine combine to centre the
blessing. The three parentheses outside the large pattern focus on the
killing and collusion. Because of size and breadth of textual
involvement, the large pattern is far more wholly and forcefully
centring than the small pattern and establishes the blessing as the true
*

Arnheim, The Power of the Center: A Study of Composition in the Visual Arts

(Berkeley, 1982), p. 1.
†

S. T. Coleridge, The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, the 1834 version, printed with

all the textual variants of previous versions in Jack Stillinger, Coleridge and Textual
Instability: The Multiple Versions of the Major Poems (New York, Oxford, 1994), pp.
162, 172. Subsequent line references are to this text.
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centre of the poem. This centre occurs at line 285, a mere 25 lines
from the linear middle of this 625-line poem--at least in the final
version of 1834, which I am citing and which is usually printed in
standard editions and anthologies.
There are approximately 18 versions of the poem. Only six
involve major changes though, even in these, most of the action and
description remains constant. All but one of the pairings we are
considering are present in all versions of the poem. The exception, in
the large pattern, appears for the first time in the text of 1817. Another
pairing in the large pattern relies for precise verbal marking on the
gloss, introduced in 1817. I will consider these problematic pairings
later.
All 12 pairings are of events or images that correspond
significantly in topic or theme. The pairings are not arbitrarily selected
from similar, more numerous mirrorings or repetitions. With one
possible exception discussed below, there are, as far as I can tell, no
other significant pairings in the poem. One-half of a pairing
sometimes occupies more text than the other, but each pairing
involves significant notional or thematic correspondence. That is my
first criterion for selection. The pairings in the large, nine-fold pattern
also involve a distinctive, exclusive verbal repetition—’exclusive’
meaning that the word or combination of words marking each half of
the pairing occurs nowhere else in the poem. Such verbal marking
distinguishes all nine pairings in the large pattern and it is, for them, a
second criterion of identification. * The exclusiveness of these verbal
*

I exclude from inclusion as significant pairings local verbal repetitions

characteristic of ballad style, such as ‘that made the breeze to blow’ (lines 94, 96),
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markers ought to help allay any suspicion that the pattern of nine
pairings results from selective perception on my part. Because two of
the three pairings in the small pattern are not similarly verbally
marked, they are identified by the first criterion only. For these
pairings, I relax criteria of identification on the parliamentary principal
of generosity to the minority in opposition, since the small, killingcentred pattern is in symbolic opposition to the large, blessing-centred
pattern.
On pages 26-8 of this article, I list all the pairings in order of their
openings and provide a visual chart. You may wish to consult these
now or at any stage in the following description of the pairings. For
clarity, I will consider the two patterns separately, first the larger, then
the smaller. The pairings in the large pattern do not all close in the
inverse of that order and so do not achieve overall symmetry. They do
involve considerable symmetry, however, which helps establish the
pattern as imaginatively spatial.
In describing the large, nine-fold pattern, I begin out of
sequence with the seventh pairing because it is so spectacular that
it is the first which a reader is likely to notice and wonder about, as
it was, many years ago, for me. This is a pairing of two natural
nocturnal lightshows, each verbally fiery and associated with
‘fog and mist’ (lines 100, 102), ‘Water, water, every where’ (lines 119, 121) and
‘glazed each eye’ (lines 144, 146). And I exclude interruptions to the Mariner’s
story, such as ‘The Wedding-Guest... beat his breast’ (lines 31-37), ‘He cannot
choose but hear’ (lines 18, 38), and ‘I fear thee, ancient Mariner’ (lines 224, 345);
and any other repetition that is, like all of these, devoid of substantial thematic
significance.
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dancing. The first lightshow is the corposant or St Elmo’s fire, a
blue static-electric light in the rigging, appearing after the shooting
of the Albatross, during the doldrums (when no wind moves the
ship): ‘About, about, in reel and rout / The death-fires danced at
night’ (lines 127-8, my italics). The second lightshow is the Aurora
Australis or Southern Lights, occurring nearly 200 lines later as if
in celebration after the Mariner has blessed the water snakes, has
slept, and has quenched his thirst with rain:
The upper air burst into life!
And a hundred.fire-flags sheen,
To and fro they were hurried about!
And to and fro, and in and out,
The wan stars danced between. (lines 313-17, my italics)

These two image-clusters resemble each other strikingly, calling
strongly to each other across much of the expanse of the poem. Or
rather, since they are visual images, they vividly reflect each other,
a mirroring secured by the repetition of the words ‘fire’ and
‘danced’. Since ‘fire’ also occurs elsewhere (outside of the pairing)
and ‘danced’ does not, ‘danced’ is the word exclusively marking
the pairing.* The passages are also linked by the rhymes, ‘about ...
rout’ and ‘about ... out’--a rhyming sound that occurs nowhere else
in the poem in any of its versions. Resemblance between the two
lightshows begs the interpretive question, ‘Why aesthetically does
this correspondence exist?’--a question hitherto unasked in print.
The correspondence has not, in fact, even been noted--because, I
think, it seems to have no symbolic or thematic significance. There

*

In the 1798 Lyrical Ballads, ‘danced’ is ‘dance’.
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may well be such significance, but it is not readily apparent. * I
*

The reason there appears to be no thematic meaning to this visual mirroring is that

readers tend naively to accept at face value the Mariner’s designation of the corposant
or St Elmo’s fire as ‘death- fires’. In western symbolic culture, the corposant cannot,
however, be that. No mere natural fact, it is a pre-interpreted phenomenon,
universally (except by this fictional Mariner) regarded as a fortunate sign. In the
Middle Ages and later, mariners called the fire of St Elmo (also identified with St
Clare, St Helen and St Nicholas) simply Corpo Santo, the saint’s body, because they
regarded it as a certain sign of the saint’s presence and protection. The modern poet
David Jones writes, ‘This phenomenon has always been regarded by seamen as
beneficent, perhaps for the reason cited by William Dampier in the 17th century "the
height of the storm is commonly over when a Corpus Sant is seen aloft”‘ (The
Anathemata [London, 1952], p. 142). In Classical times, the corposant was seen as
indicative of the presence of the Dioscori, Castor and Pollux, patron gods of sailors,
because these gods were among the Argonauts and, in response to Orpheus’s prayer,
saved Jason’s ship during a storm . St Paul sailed in a ship named Castor and Pollux
(Acts 28:2) on account of their saving power, which was signaled by the staticelectric fires. The ancient, continuous, and--in the Western world at least-universally positive interpretation of these fires in. nautical culture contextualizes
the Ancient Mariner’s negative valuation of them. They simply cannot mean what
he says. His ‘death-fires’ are everybody else’s life-fires. The corposant’s
emphatically positive meaning in nautical tradition aligns it thematically with the
Southern Lights, which visually and verbally recall it and which seem to dance in
celebration of the blessing of the water snakes and the effects of that blessing. Seen
positively by the reader, the corposant-fire dancing earlier in the poem implies that
the universe has been urging the Mariner towards blessing all along, in this
instance by supplying extraordinary beauty to encourage, indeed almost compel,
it--since the ‘beauty’ of the water snakes (line 283) leads the Mariner to bless them.
Moreover, the corposant also traditionally symbolizes hope. That the corposant is
positive--instead of negative, as the Mariner regards it--is suggested by its dancing
immediately after the lines: ‘Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs / Upon the slimy
sea’ (lines 125-6). These animals are or resemble the water snakes the Mariner
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would say, therefore, that the correspondence exists immediately
and primarily to help establish the poem’s pattern of pairings.
The correspondence between spectacular lightshows begins
to spatialize the reader’s perception of the poem, an effect
increased as the reader notices further correspondences. Some
of these also seem clearly to call attention to themselves, but,
since they may be noticed at any time reflexively or during rereadings, I will consider them in the order of their openings in
the poem.
In sequence, the first pairing consists of matching events
and oral imagery: departure from and return to land-based
human society combined with variations on the word ‘cheer’.
The departing ship ‘was cheered’ (line 21). The returning ship
is met by ‘the Pilot’s cheer’ (line 501) and words spoken by the
Hermit ‘cheerily’ (line 541). Marked by these echoes, departure
from and return to society on land comprise the first spatializing
parenthesis. Consisting of the beginning and ending of a
circular voyage, this pairing strongly implies circularity.
Opening and closing within the first pairing is the second.
Setting out, the Mariner’s ship loses sight of land, with specific
reference to three landmarks. The Mariner recalls,
Merrily did we drop
Below the kirk, below the hill,
‘despiseth’ (gloss at line 236) but later recognizes as beautiful (line 283) and blesses.
His despising the water snakes is a metaphysical error consonant with his shooting
the Albatross. His negatively valuing the corposant is a similar mistake.
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Below the light house top. (lines 22-4)

Returning at the end of his voyage, the Mariner regains sight of
land with reference to the same landmarks. As the ship sails
back, he asks,
.... is this indeed
The light-house top I see?
Is this the hill? is this the kirk? (lines 464-6)

Since return requires reversal, the landmark images recur in inverse
order, in a perfect localized example of emboitement--three miniparentheses opening and, in inverse order, closing in symmetrical
chiasmus (kirk, hill, light house; ‘light-house top: hill, kirk). Marked
verbally by specific reference to the same landmarks, losing sight of
land and regaining sight of land constitute the second parenthesis.
Here, again, the spatiality of circular voyaging implies formal
circularity.
Opening within the second pairing is the third pairing, consisting
of two similes of close pursuit, each from the viewpoint of the person
pursued. Driven south by the storm, the ship sails:
With sloping masts and dipping prow,
As who pursued with yell and blow
Still treads the shadow of his foe,
And forward bends his head . . .. (lines 45-8, my italics)

The second simile occurs 400 lines later, after the Mariner is freed
from inability to look away from the dead crewmen’s eyes. He gazes
out at the ocean
Like one, that on a lonesome road
Doth walk in fear and dread,
And having once turned round walks on,
And turns no more his head;
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Because he knows, a frightful fiend
Doth close behind him tread. (lines 446-51, my italics)

The verbal markers are the repetition ‘treads’, ‘tread’ and ‘his head’.
Although the word ‘head’ occurs elsewhere in the poem, it joins with
the possessive pronoun only in these similes. The verbal markers form
a small chiasmus (ab ba). Conceits, really, these similes depart so
elaborately from the simplicity of the ballad form that they call
attention to themselves. They are so oddly suggestive of paranoia that
the reader may wonder whether they have symbolic meaning apart
from delineating structure. Later we shall see that they perhaps do.
This pairing of similes did not exist in the first five versions of the
poem. Coleridge introduced the first (in textual space) of these similes
in his 1806 revisions, first published in 1817. I would argue that in
1806 he saw an opportunity to increase his pairings by inserting early
in the text a simile to that already present late in the poem and
matching it in approximate theme and elaboration. If so, he wanted to
emphasize the pattern by adding to it or to increase its number of
pairings to nine.
Opening within the third pairing, the fourth pairing consists of the
beginning and end of two extensive movements or ‘sailings’ of the
Mariner’s ship, each originating in liberation from fixity. The first
freeing is from ice entrapping the ship (lines 69-70) shortly before the
Albatross is slain. The matching liberation is from the doldrums (lines
327-8) and occurs after the blessing of the water snakes. The
movement originating in this second liberation concludes hundreds of
lines later with verbal echoes of the start of the first movement. These
echoes are verbal markers, the words ‘split’ and ‘round and round’,
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whose repetition Susan Eilenberg first noticed.* Here is the opening of
the pairing (the first line refers to the Albatross): ‘And round and
round it flew. / The ice did split with a thunder-fit’ (lines 68-9). The
pairing closes when a rumbling sound ‘reached the ship’ and ‘it split
the bay’ (line 548), and, caught in the whirlpool caused by the sinking
of the Mariner’s ship, the Hermit’s boat ‘spun round and round’ (line
557). Like the verbal markers in the previous pairing, the markers here,
which are also images, are chiasmic (ab ba) as is their occurrence: the
first at the start, the second at the end of major movements of the ship.
Opening within the fourth pairing, the fifth consists of the two
references in the poem to vespers. Early in the voyage, the Albatross
perched on ‘mast or shroud ... for vespers nine’ (line 76)--that is, for
nine evenings. At the end of the poem, ‘the little vesper bell . . .
biddeth’ the Mariner ‘to prayer’ (lines 595-6). Most readers must have
noticed this striking echo, though none, to my knowledge, has
mentioned it in print--possibly, again, because it may seem devoid of
aesthetic purpose. It does, however, imply that communion between
men and animals is equivalent to or has affinity with social prayer in
church--vespers being the Catholic communal evening prayer. This
association is strengthened by the Albatross visiting for ‘vespers
nine’--possibly an evocation of the Catholic novena or nine days of
prayer. † (Evocation of the novena would answer another question that
*

Eilenberg, Strange Power of Speech: Wordsworth, Coleridge and Literary Possession (New

York, 1992), p. 53.
†

Often dedicated to saints, novenas were never an official part of the Catholic

liturgy but were popular throughout the Middle Ages. They originated in pagan
Roman religious practice (see Livy I, xxxxi), including the nine-day parentalia
novendialia, commemorating departed family members. The ninth day of a novena
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has gone unasked by interpreters: why does the Albatross perch ‘on
mast or shroud’ for precisely and specifically nine evenings?) The
word ‘vespers’ marks two periods of communion: the first, the visits
of the bird to the ship; the second, the intended visit of the Mariner to
church. The correspondence between nine evenings and the nine
pairings extends those communions, as we shall see, to the whole of
the universe.
Opening and closing within the fifth pairing is the sixth, which
consists of silences with contrasting emotional connotations. After the
shooting and collusion and before the blessing, in ‘that silent sea’ (line
106), silence is empty and reflects unhappiness. Crewmen ‘speak only
to break / The silence of the sea’ (lines 109-10). After the blessing,
silence is full and happy: ‘And now it is an angel’s song, / That makes
the heavens be mute’ (lines 365-6), and ‘the silence sank / Like music
on my heart’ (lines 498-9). ‘Silence’ is the word marking the pairing.
This is the first parenthesis in the pattern of nine to open after the
shooting of the Albatross and the collusion of the crew in the shooting
(lines 82, 99-101). All subsequent pairings likewise open after the
shooting and collusion. The effect on the pattern is to exclude the
shooting and the crew’s collusion from possible centricity. Like all
other pairings in the large pattern, this one closes after the blessing of
the water snakes, which is now the only one of the poem’s three most
dramatic events that is contained by all the pairings in the pattern.
was piously associated with the death of Jesus ‘at the ninth hour’ (Matthew 27:45).
The Albatross being killed at ‘vespers nine’ may, therefore, symbolically suggest
identification with Jesus crucified. The novena remained a popular Catholic
devotional practice in Coleridge’s day and subsequently.
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Opening and closing within the sixth parenthesis is the seventh,
which we considered initially, the pairing of nocturnal fiery
lightshows associated with dancing.
In the eighth pairing, the two ships in the poem move windlessly
and are skeletal. After the killing and collusion, the gloss writer refers
to the vessel containing Death and Life-in-Death as ‘the skeleton of a
ship’ (at line 177). With sails ‘like restless gossameres’ (line 184), it
moves unnaturally, there being no wind. Arriving back at its port of
origin, the mariner’s ship also moves unnaturally, without wind. The
Hermit says, ‘see those sails, / How thin they are and sere!’ like
‘Brown skeletons of leaves’ (lines 529-33). The greatest of the many
illustrators of the poem, David Jones, was the first to mention this
correspondence between the two ships, writing, ‘That similarity was
no accident.’ * Clearly it involves thematic affinity: the first vessel
containing Death and Life-in-Death; the Mariner’s ship containing
death in corpses and having contained life in death, the condition from
which the Mariner is now released.
At this point, I am obliged to pause in enumerating pairings to
consider the status of the gloss, in which the first verbal marker of this
pairing occurs. The word ‘skeleton’ first appears in one of the 57 notes
added to the poem in 1817. Before this, however, the imagery of the
eighth pairing was in place and there was a sort of verbal marker. The
word ‘skeleton’ simply makes explicit the image already implied in
*
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the narrative, where the vessel is mere ‘keel’ (line 170) with ‘ribs’
(line 185)--the latter a nautical term (repeated in the gloss at this line)
originating as a skeletal metaphor. Furthermore, Coleridge indicated
that he intended the skeletal implication in the Mariner’s description
of the phantom ship when he said that the poem originated in a
friend’s dream of a ‘skeleton ship with figures in it’.* The imagepairing was, therefore, present before the gloss, though without a pair
of exact verbal markers, one (of the needed two) of which the gloss
supplies.
Readers sensitive to possible difference between points of view of
the glossifier and the Mariner may continue to be troubled by this
pairing having its first skeletal term in the gloss and its second in the
Mariner’s narrative. We should, therefore, consider how transparent
the gloss is to the narrative. Huntington Brown argued in 1945 that the
gloss is fictionally written by a late 17th-century editor, an opinion
introduced into recent critical discussion by Jerome McGann.† The
evidence for Brown’s argument is at once compelling and oddly
incomplete. The style of the gloss does seem fictionally to date it, but
the style is inconsistent. Old-fashioned words like ‘fain’ occur and
present-tense verbs are often antiqued by adding ‘th’ (‘meeteth:
‘heareth: ‘continueth: ‘proveth’, etc.)--though often they are not.
Present-tense verbs also include ‘cry’, ‘justify’, ‘begins’, ‘drop’,
‘carries’, ‘take part in’, etc.--words which, in the 17th century, would
*
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also end with ‘th’. It seems to me that the difference in language
serves to distinguish the glossifier from the likewise fictional, latemedieval primary narrator. But does such language distinguish him
from Coleridge? The gloss sometimes assumes authorial prerogatives,
as at lines 263-71, where it expresses what no one but the author can
know, the unexpressed feelings of the Mariner and the psychological
relation of quasi-animate moon and stars to the sky. In this respect, the
gloss is no mere commentary.
If the glossifier is fictionally a late 17th-century antiquarian, he is
self-indulgently and unprofessionally appropriating the omniscient
point of view, which properly belongs only to the author. * If in any
important sense he is not that author, he is outlandishly unreliable.
Such self-dramatization seems thematically pointless, however, since
the glossifier’s reliability or unreliability does not significantly add to
or alter the meaning of the Mariner’s narrative.† Furthermore, as
virtually all scholars agree, Coleridge added the gloss to assist
bewildered readers.‡ If this is so, the gloss conveys Coleridge’s
explanation of the Mariner’s narrative.
The latest to endorse Brown’s hypothesis is Seamus Perry, who
argues that, unlike Coleridge, the gloss-writer is ‘comically ...
*
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winningly bluff’ at line 442, where he writes ‘The curse is finally
expiated? This is a silly statement, Perry thinks, since the Mariner
‘experiences periodic torture ever after: compulsively telling his tale
for the rest of his life.* Perry’s objection seems compelling but only if
the gloss is read in isolation from what it glosses. The text of the
narrative immediately adjacent to the gloss establishes that ‘the curse’
referred to in the gloss is not the whole of his subsequent fate but
solely and specifically ‘the curse in a dead man’s eye’ (line 260), from
which the Mariner had been unable to look away. Here are the lines
glossed:
The pang, the curse, with which they died,
Had never passed away:
I could not draw my eyes from theirs,
Nor turn them up to pray.
And now this spell was snapt: once more
I viewed the ocean green,
And looked far forth, . . . (lines 438-44)

Brown and his followers err, I think, in honouring too much (by
imposing) the modern dramatic-fictional convention of noncontradiction. True, the glossifer cannot be the primary narrator, but
both may be transparent to Coleridge, their author. Only a little
archaic language separates the gloss-writer from the poet, and that is
not much. The gloss seems to be a palimpsest through which we see
Coleridge--a fiction all the more transparent because, as Brown
admits, the gloss--writer cannot be placed in realistic time, since his
style cannot be ‘later than the Restoration’ and no one then collected

*
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or commented on medieval ballads. * It seems safe to say, then, (and
fundamentally it is anyway true) that when the glossifier writes
‘skeleton’ and the Mariner later in the poem says ‘skeletons’,
Coleridge is verbally marking the eighth pairing.
The ninth parenthesis opens and closes within the eighth. Each
half of this pairing involves an alienating gaze at the Mariner and is
marked by the word ‘dungeon’. The first half of the pairing consists of
the sun shining through the ribs of the spectre-ship: ‘as if through a
dungeon-grate he peered / With broad and burning face’ (lines 17980). The phantom ship--and, by implication, the certainty of either
death or life in death--separates the crew and Mariner from the sun,
which is the cosmic centre (as post-Copernican Coleridge knows) and
source of physical life. The second half of the pairing consists of the
Mariner’s angel-animated crewmates all standing ‘together on the
deck, / For a charnel-dungeon fitter: / All fixed on me their stony
eyes’ (lines 434-6). The Mariner is separated from the crew by their
deaths and his life in death.
These, then, are the nine pairings, parentheses or cycles in the
large pattern. Coleridge may verbally hint at his awareness of their
number by specifying that the Albatross visits ‘for vespers nine’ (line
76). As I intimated earlier, that, too (in addition to the novenaevocation), would explain why the Albatross visits the ship for
precisely nine evenings. The question would receive this answer only
in 1806, of course, when the pairings were increased to nine--unless
there were then already nine pairings, a possibility we shall consider
*
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later.
The three other exclusive pairings of images do not fit into the
large, blessing-centred pattern of nine but comprise a smaller,
alternate pattern. The first of these pairings opens and closes within
the second pairing in the large pattern, the second within the third
pairing in the large pattern, and the third within the fourth pairing of
the large pattern. The first two of these anomalous pairings enclose the
shooting of the Albatross (line 82) and the crew’s collusion (lines 99102). The third encloses only the shooting. All three, therefore, enclose
the killing and close before the blessing (line 287). The first two differ
from all others because considering them as pairings requires
relaxation of criteria of identification. In the first, the verbal marker is
not exclusive; in the second, there is no precise verbal marker. These
two parentheses may, therefore, be considered weaker in definition
than those in the main pattern of nine. And this may convey a lesser
degree or intensity of meaning. Since the three anomalous pairings are
the only ones to focus on the killing, I do not number them with the
other nine in the list below but, instead, identify them as pairings x, y
and z.
Pairing x is of antithetical females: the human bride and the figure
of Life-in-Death. Each is mated to a male; otherwise they contrast.
The human bride is marrying, presumably to express love, to foster
life in family and society, and to promote happiness. Life-in-Death is
in an anti-marriage, apparently to initiate the terrible alienation she
represents. The correspondence between these females is marked by
the repetition of the word ‘red’. The human bride is ‘Red as a rose’
(line 34); the bride of Death has ‘red’ lips (line 190). Even though the
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word ‘red’ is not exclusive to this image-pairing but recurs twice more
in the poem, I allow it as a marker because these are the only instances
in which ‘red’ combines, somewhat cosmetically, with femininity. * I
relax standards further here, in that the opening of the pair is not part
of the Mariner’s narrative; instead, it is an observation made by the
primary narrator during (and in that sense in) that narrative. A reader
for whom this is objectionable may wish to exclude this as a pairing,
reducing the anomalous pairings to two. That would not much affect
the overall spatial shape we are considering nor its meaning.
Pairing y involves matching images of water-one in solid form,
the other in liquid form. The initial image occurs in the lines:
The ice was here, the ice was there,
The ice was all around …! (lines 59-60)

The corresponding image occurs after the killing and collusion, in the
famous lines:
Water, water, every where,
And all the boards did shrink;
Water, water, every where,
Nor any drop to drink. (lines 119-22)

The images are not accompanied, as are those in the nine-fold
pattern, by precise verbal repetition, but the ice ‘all around’ seems
so nearly synonymous with water ‘everywhere’ that we ought to
allow that they constitute a pairing.
Pairing z consists of matching statements. The first is about
the behaviour of the living Albatross and the crew: ‘And every day
*
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own head’ (line 97); and ‘where the ship’s huge shadow lay / The charmed water
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for food or play’ the Albatross ‘Came to the mariner’s hollo’ (lines
73-4)!30 The second concerns the dead Albatross and the crew’s
now former behaviour: ‘Nor any day for food or play / Came’ the
Albatross ‘to the mariners’ hollo’ (lines 89-90). * The verbal
marker is the elaborate syntactical echoing. Opening and closing
around the killing and closing before the collusion of the crew; this
pairing especially emphasizes the shooting of the Albatross.
Closing before the blessing, these three (or two) anomalous
pairings may seem to focus the first five pairings of the large
pattern on killing--those five necessarily close after the killing and
collusion since they close after the blessing. If the three killingcentred pairings are integrated with all the others, the effect as you
read through openings and closings of pairings is of a temporary
focus on killing. Rendering the effect only temporary are the final
four pairings, which open after the killing and collusion, and
therefore exclude them from larger centricity. The effect is
therefore of shifting centricity--killing temporarily seeming to be
the centre but then not. The three parentheses that are definitely
killing-centred are not, however, erased or eclipsed. Symbolically
they constitute a sort of minority report, haunting the poem.
Apart from these anomalous pairings--x, the human bride and
the bride of Death; y, ubiquitous ice and ubiquitous water; and z,
the Albatross once alive and visiting, now not--I can distinguish
none that would conflict with, confuse or undermine the large
*
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pattern of nine pairings centring the blessing. With one possible
exception, which is discussed below and may add to the large
pattern, no other events or images in the poem are exclusively
paired as the nine are. Nor is there anywhere else, other than in the
third pairing in the small pattern, an exclusive verbal repetition
associated with corresponding images.
It is highly improbable that the largely symmetrical large
pattern is a chance occurrence. Of the pairings that open before the
shooting or collusion only the three (or two) anomalous pairings in
the small pattern close before the blessing. None of the parentheses
that open after the shooting closes before the blessing, and none
opens and closes in the 340 lines after the blessing. Without
wishing to succumb to what used to be called the ‘intentional
fallacy’, I would say this: the statistical unlikelihood of the pattern
of its nine parentheses being accidental argues for its significance.
Moreover, relative to the far fewer anomalous pairings, the pattern
of nine pairings is dominant. Many of the nine pairings are readily
discernible; and, consciously or not, as aspects of the pattern they
generate, they must impinge on a sensitive reader’s experience of
the poem.
Here is a list of all the pairings in sequence--those in the large,
blessing-centred pattern numbered, those in the small, killingcentred pattern lettered:
1. ‘Cheery’ departure from and return to land-based society (lines 21 and 501,
541).
2. Losing sight of ‘kirk’, ‘hill’, ‘light house top’ and regaining sight of ‘light-house
top’, ‘hill’, ‘kirk’ (lines 22-4 and 465-6).
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x. The Bride and Life-in-Death, both ‘red’ (lines 34 and 190).
3. Similes of close pursuit, including the words ‘treads’/’tread’ and ‘his head’ (lines
45-8 and 446-51).
y. Ice ‘all round’ and water ‘everywhere’ (lines 59-60 and 119-23).
z. Albatross ‘for food or play . . . to the mariner’s’ / ‘mariners’’ ‘hollo’ (lines 73-4,
89-90).
4. ‘Round and round ... split’ and ‘split ... round and round’ at start and closing of
extensive movements of the ship (lines 68-9 and 548, 557).
5. ‘Vespers’ (lines 76 and 595).
6. Antithetical ‘silence’s (lines 106, 109-10 and 365-6, 498-9).
7. Nocturnal lightshows associated with ‘dancing’ (lines 127--8 and 313-17).
8. ‘Skeletal’ ships moving unnaturally (gloss at line 177 and line 530).
9. Alienating gazes at the Mariner combined with the word ‘dungeon’ (lines 179-80
and 434-6).

Imagined visually, the shape achieved by the pairings or
parentheses listed above may be diagrammed as shown in Fig. 1,
with the vertical axis (going down and then coming up)
representing time and the horizontal axis representing space. Initial
line numbers for pairings indicate where pairings open;
corresponding line numbers indicate where they close.
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In the large, numbered pattern, the first, second, third, sixth
and seventh pairs form a chiasmic symmetry, and three of the other
four form a separate symmetry. More than half symmetrical, the
pattern is entirely concentric--the layers or semi-circumferences
being defined in space relative to a common centre. Any element
of symmetry calls attention to pattern as spatial. Lacking pervasive
symmetry, the pattern of nine is not conceptually threedimensional or sculptural, but two-dimensional, like a drawing
with lines crossing. (If these nine pairings were literally rings, five
would overlap others.) Considered in conjunction with the small
pattern of three pairings, the overall shape seems temporally to
shift its centricity after pairing y from killing to blessing. Without the
three anomalous pairings and considered solely spatially and as
interchangeable in their centring effect, the large pattern of nine
pairings could be depicted like this:
( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( Blessing ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )
Because the blessing is not textually equidistant between the two
elements of each pairing, it may be misleading to speak geometrically;
as though blessing is the point at which the pattern of pairs or rings
comes, with diminishing inward radii, to a final stop. But the blessing
is the one important dramatic moment contained by all the nine
pairings, and in a literary sense, therefore, it is their common centre.
By establishing or at least spatially emphasizing this centre these nine
pairings define blessing as the most important act in the poem. In
overall effect, the nine-fold pattern is chiasmic.
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The three (or two) anomalous pairings trouble the quasisymmetry of the large pattern, giving killing a degree of alternative
local centricity and importance. In the end, after all the pairings
accumulate, killing is off-centre and excluded from ultimate
importance, but the lesser, local, negative focus does disturb the large
pattern, and therefore the entire poem. It troubles the mind and
symbolizes what is anyway true, that the killing persists in its
consequences. These are the deaths of the Mariner’s 200 crewmates
and his persisting intermittent need to narrate the story, a ‘penance’
(lines 408, 409) resembling neurotic compulsion. Moreover, killing
persists in the world as an enduring possibility, suggested in the initial
insult of the Mariner by the wedding guest, who calls him a ‘greybeard loon’ (line 11). Of course, the unkindness is weaker in effect
than shooting the Albatross, but it is on the same scale of diminishing
love. The association between the wedding guest’s verbal abuse and
the killing of the Albatross is implied, moreover, by the word ‘loon’,
which means ‘a worthless person: ‘a tramp: ‘a lower class lout’ but
also and originally denotes an aquatic bird. The wedding guest
ridiculing the ‘loon’ has affinity with the Mariner shooting the
Albatross. That is apparently why the wedding guest needs to hear the
Mariner’s story and learn its implied lesson. Nevertheless, the few
anomalous pairings are a minor aspect of form in comparison with the
pattern of nine pairings, which deserves further attention.
Read without awareness of the large pattern of nine pairings, the
poem seems to suggest that the blessing of the water snakes merely
compensates for or counterbalances the killing of the Albatross. The
large pattern of pairings insists, however, that blessing or love is much
more than compensation or redress. Love is not merely dramatically
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or rhetorically or numerically privileged over gratuitous killing. It is
the centre of the poem, and centricity implies metaphysical
importance. In Aristotelian terms, centricity suggests essential rather
than accidental meaning. The blessing of the water snakes is the
centre of the poem; killing is not. Love is, therefore, of a greater order
of importance. It is more profoundly true, a basic truth, perhaps the
basic truth at the heart of nature. The symbolism of the large pattern
insists on this as important to the meaning of the poem.
There remains the basic, crucial question of the suggestive weight
of the love-affirming nine-fold pattern, which is tantamount to a
question of authority. In the poem, the source of the pattern is not
simply the remembering, interpreting Mariner. He recalls the events
and uses the words constitutive of the pairings, but most of the events-and even, to a degree, the Mariner’s imagery--belong to a chronology
unimagined and unordered by him. Their placement in the narrative
depends on memory but is initially a function of space and time in
conjunction with route of voyage. This is true, at least, for six of the
nine pairings--those other than the third, fifth and ninth, which depend
in whole or part on images originating solely in the mind of the
narrator. Symbolically, then, within the fiction of the poem, most of
the pattern rests squarely on physically and objectively real spacetime.
Coleridge was fascinated with circular patterns in nature. * This
may explain his sensitivity such chiasmic form in prior literary works,
*
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but it may also explain his not having needed such influence. In a
notebook entry of 1814, he writes about ‘a spider’s web or a wheel—
and a series of concentric Circles, with the orbits of the Planets’, ‘No
more appropriate Image is well conceivable of [the difference
between] a perfect Unity and a mere aggregate of independent
motions.’ Quoting this, Heather Jackson writes, ‘These features
Coleridge found echoed throughout the universe’ (849), and not just
physicality. He had, she notes, a strong ‘conviction that there were …
essential congruities between the natural and moral realms’ (848). In
The Theory of Life (1816), Coleridge writes, ‘nature … expands as the
concentric circles on the lake form the point to which the stone in its
fall had given the first impulse’, this image ‘dynamic … stemming
from God’s original creative act’ (qtd Jackson 850). This corresponds
closely to the larger pattern in The Ancient Mariner having as its
centre an act of love. The geometry of the poem rhymes with that of
all creation.
As we have seen, the structure of the poem has an antithetical,
smaller pattern, which is centred by killing. But this, too, is echoed in
his notebooks, where in the 1820s he wrote about ‘bicentricity’,
concerning ‘the opposing pull of the system at large’ and ‘the way in
which the individual responds … to the two stresses’ (Jackson 851).
The Problem of God
What interpretive weight or authority does the reality of the blessingcentred paggern have? Some regard space and time as merely
accidental aspects of indeterminate all-encompassing
meaninglessness, on which theists like the Catholic Mariner, the
primary narrator, and the gloss-writer (and Coleridge) fearfully or
conventionally impose theological meaning. Others regard space and
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time as aspects of divinely ordered creation. Readers, therefore, differ
over whether metaphysical meaning is in or behind physical reality,
but beliefs about this ought not to influence interpretation. The poem
is literature, not primary reality, and it is romance, not realism.
Regardless of what you believe, implicitly God figures in the poem-because he sends the angelic spirits to animate the corpses of the
crewmen. Dispensing with God as a false belief of the Mariner, the
primary narrator, and the glossifier solves no interpretive problem
while creating several. (Who or what enables the blessing to save the
Mariner from life in death? If not angels, what are the corpseanimating spirits? Where do they come from? How is it that, without
aid of wind, they return the ship to its port of departure? And if they
do not do it, how does it return?) By the principle of Ockham’s razor,
which prefers a simple to a complex explanation, this poem requires
of non-theists an imaginative suspension of theological disbelief.
Some readers will remain disinclined to grant that the pattern of nine
pairings has even a fictionally divine imprimatur. They will
nevertheless concede, I think, that within the poem, the pairings are
free of any faith-imposing tendency on the part of the religion-minded
Mariner, even if, in their view, the pairings can only be an extremely
improbable coincidence. Such readers seem to sense a threat to their
own religious disbelief of imagining God as existing—after all, as
Immanuel Kant reminds us, anything we can imagine may be true.
And so, disinclination to suspend religious disbelief handicaps some
in reading certain literary works, this being one of them. But most
readers will probably agree that, within the fiction of the poem, the
pairings exemplify, in the words of the poet Don McKay, ‘an
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otherness beyond human design’. * In the fiction of this poem, that
otherness is God. Outside the fiction, it is Coleridge.
The shape of the large pattern and the origin of the majority of its
pairings in space-time give it cosmological affinities. The large pattern
of nine blessingcentred pairings has affinity with the solar system,
which Coleridge learned about at Christ’s Hospital School from his
teacher the astronomer William Wales. Planetary orbits are perfectly
symmetrical, one within the other, whereas the pairings in the poem
break symmetry, five ‘orbits’ crossing four other orbits. Moreover,
Coleridge and his contemporaries thought there were only seven
planets--Hershel having discovered the seventh, Uranus, when
Coleridge was nine years old. The nine parentheses are nevertheless
sufficiently akin to rings or orbits, to evoke the solar system.
Further associations support a link between William Wales and
the poem. Before becoming a teacher, he had served as ship’s
astronomer aboard Cook’s flagship Resolution. It is likely that the
monologuing Wales told his pupils tales about his voyages with Cook,
particularly the second voyage of Resolution, which ventured below the
Arctic Circle in search of Antarctica. Wales, whom Coleridge could
not ‘choose but hear’ (line 18), was, therefore, probably for him a
prototype of the Ancient Mariner. In 1789, Coleridge would probably
have regarded his fifty-five-year-old teacher as ancient, as most
seventeen-year-olds do any man that age.
The affinity in the poem of the large, blessing-centred pattern of
pairings with the solar system is strengthened by two associations of
the sun with God. The Mariner compares ‘the glorious sun’ to ‘God’s
*
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own head’ (lines 97-8) and observes angels emitting ‘Sweet sounds’
that ‘darted to the Sun’ (lines 352-5). Apparently prayerful, these
sounds symbolically link the sun with God. The angels are ‘clustered
round the mast: which in medieval and earlier ships takes the form of
a cross--an association sometimes made in early Christian works. * It is
implied by an airy spirit verbally linking the cross with the death of
the Albatross, who perched ‘on mast or shroud’ (line 75), when he
says, ‘By him who died on cross / With his cruel bow is laid full low /
The harmless Albatross’ (lines 399-401). And of course, the albatross
is killed with a ‘cross-bow’ (line 81, my italics). The association was
re-emphasized in the earliest version of the poem, which includes the
words: ‘by the holy rood, / The bodies had advanc’d, and now /
Before the mast they stood’ (stanzas deleted between lines 475 and
476). We saw that the effect of the nine-fold pattern is chiasmic. It
may be worth remembering that the etymological root of chiasmus is
cross, albeit X rather than .
Apropos of the association of the sun with God, Susan Wolfson
notes ambiguity in the simile expressed in its entirety: ‘Nor dim nor
red, like God’s own head, / The glorious Sun uprist.’ Grammatically,
she points out, God’s head may be either dim and red or glorious and
uprisen. † But this is only a fleeting ambivalence, resolved
immediately after by the scriptural and liturgical association of the
*
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word ‘glorious’. The designation of God as ‘glorious’ pervades the
King James Bible and the Book of Common Prayer--texts on which
Coleridge was raised as son of the vicar of Ottery St Mary and
schoolboy at Christ’s Hospital School. * Wolfson denies that the image
of the ‘glorious Sun’ signifies, in her words, ‘the intelligent centre of
an enlightened universe: but the language of the simile seems to
affirm that it signifies precisely that. † (The resolution of initial,
momentary ambiguity by the weighty, traditional resonance of
‘glorious’ is similar in effect to the shift in focus of pairings from
killing to blessing.) In this simile—in the tenth pairing, the ninth in the
Lyrical Ballads text--and in the prayerful singing of angels to the sun,
the sun is figuratively or symbolically divine, homonymous with ‘the
Son’, implying an underlying affinity between Christian devotion to
the Son of God and pagan Helios-worship. It may be argued that this
association is only in the mind of the Mariner, but that places it in the
poem. The rising of angelic prayer to the sun is something the Mariner
observes.

*

Throughout the Bible, God or his name is ‘glorious’ many scores of times and

God’s ‘glory’ is referred to hundreds of times. Coleridge’s words ‘like God’s own
head / the glorious Sun’ have special affinity with ‘thy glorious Godhead’ in the
Book of Common Prayer, in which also psalms conclude with, and the wedding
ceremony includes, the doxology (‘Glory be’), and collects refer to ‘thy glorious
Name’, ‘the glory of thy name’ and ‘thy honour and glory’ a phrase also repeated
in every Communion service, which also includes the words ‘Glory be to thee O
Lord most High’, and, of course, the Lord’s Prayer, which concludes, ‘For thine is
the kingdom, the power, and the glory:’ Book of Common Prayer (Oxford, 1829),
pp. 73, 56, 81, 86, 170, 185, 191.
†

Wolfson, p. 76.
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These instances of the divine sun are the only two in the poem. *
They are thematically significant and distinctive. We might, therefore,
consider including them among the spatial pairings. Coleridge may
well have intended them as a pairing. As such, they would join the
large pattern in centring the blessing of the water snakes. That pattern
would then correspond exactly to Pythagorean cosmology, in which
there are ten spheres. (Such spheres--they are not planetary orbits-typify the pre-Copernican universe of Ptolemy and Pythagoras. Milton
vaguely alludes to it in Paradise Lost: ‘Cycle and Epicycle, Orb in Orb’
[VIII, 84].) I do not to include these two associations of the sun with
God as a pairing, however, because no exclusive verbal marker links
them. This may seem stingy on my part, and the reader may choose
more generously to include them, but I am being conservative, if not
sting, for the sake of argument. Either way, the overall effect of the
pattern on the meaning of the poem is not significantly altered.
The two associations of the sun with God join the affinity of the
large pattern with the planetary orbits round the sun to strengthen the
suggestion of the centricity of love, which is the Christian synonym
for God. Coleridge may hint at the theological implications of his

*

Without reason, I think, Wolfson sees the sun in the poem as generally

symbolic of God. For example, she sees a ‘vengeful God’ (line 75) in the sun
peering ‘as if through a dungeon grate / With broad and burning face’ (lines
179-80). Granted, the sun is personified here, though it may not be vengeful
since it has just been described as ‘the broad bright Sun’ (line 174), but it is a
huge leap from personification to deification. Mentioned 12 times in the poem,
usually the sun is clearly neither personified nor symbolic, as, for example,
when ‘The Sun came up upon the left’ and ‘Went down into the sea’ (lines 25,
28).
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encircling parentheses when he adds to the poem, in 1817, the Latin
epigraph from Archaeologiae philosophicae (1692), in which the
theologian Thomas Burnet writes that ‘human nature has always
circled round [ambivit] knowledge of’ ‘invisible Natures’.
There being nine pairings gives the pattern of pairings precise
correspondence with the Ptolemaic cosmology of nine heavenly
spheres. This is so, at any rate, after the final pairing (the third in
our list) was introduced in the 1817 text of the poem. * The nine
*

In addition to cosmological connotations, the number nine is rife with traditional

associations resonant with Coleridge’s poem. In numerical symbolism, 10
symbolizes completeness, finality, perfection, whereas nine symbolizes the almost
complete, the almost perfect. [V. Foster Hopper, Medieval Number Symbolis: Its
Sources, Meaning, and Influence on Thought and Expression (New York, 1969), p. 11].
Whether or not ‘almost perfect’, the universe of the poem is certainly not perfect, as is
indicated by human behaviour and the smaller killing-centred pattern of parentheses.
Nine is also the angelic number, since there are nine choirs of angels. Angels inhabit
Coleridge’s poem, and a human messenger can be a metaphorical angel. The number
nine recurs throughout La Vita nuova owing to Beatrice being, for Dante, a
messenger from heaven. In Coleridge’s poem, the Mariner is similarly a messenger
for the wedding guest and the reader. As described by Roger Bacon in 1266, the
ninth cycle or ‘house’ in astrology, is evocative of the poem:
The ninth house ... is that of peregrinations and journeys of faith and deity and
religion, and the house of the worship of God, of wisdom, of books, letters, and
the account of the ambassadors and reports of dreams. Therefore rightly ... is
the house assigned to Jupiter, who is significant with regard to the blessings of
the other life, because for those blessings there are needed faith and religion
and the worship of God and the study of wisdom ... and a large number of
ambassadors sent as prophets and apostles and preachers making suitable
reports regarding the noble state of that life and having frequent revelations in
dreams and ecstasies and visions concerning ‘this life’. (Opus majus I, pp. 27778, quoted by Hopper, p. 139)
The poem has in common with this astrological realm, journeying, dreams and
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spheres of Ptolemy are adopted by Dante in the Paradiso, where
there are nine concentric spheres in heaven.38 Symbolic cosmic
affinity suggests that, as the centre of encircling spheres, blessing
or love is the centre of the universe. Interestingly, this centricity is
supplied by humanity, though beauty is not (or not entirely—to be
seen, beauty does require attention of humans).
Underlying cultural association and specific symbolic purpose
is a fundamental, pre-philosophical relation of form to meaning.
Everything has form. A heap of garden refuse has haphazard form,
which may be accidentally beautiful. In contrast, the centring ninefold pattern in Coleridge’s poem seems purposeful. But purpose
aside, it seems more profoundly simply to mean. Quite apart from
its centring effect, this form has meaning that is merely itself. As
complex form, it expresses pure significance, which may be
metaphysical. Such form is original meaning, abstract expression
distinct from content or association, the soundless word. It is what T
S. Eliot means when he writes, ‘Only by the form, the pattern, / Can
words or music reach / the stillness.’ * Such meaning may be what
Pythagoras apprehended when he ‘heard’ the music of the spheres.
Whether appreciated through its centring effect or cosmological
affinity or number symbolism or simply as meaningful form, the
pattern of nine pairings is in basic symbolic agreement with the
Mariner’s Christian interpretation of his experiences. That pattern
largely originates outside his consciousness and also outside the minds
of the primary narrator and glossifier. It, therefore, challenges recent
dream-like experience, wisdom (‘a ... wiser man / He rose the morrow morn’ [lines
624-5]), blessing and a messenger, the Mariner.
*

Eliot, ‘Burnt Norton’, lines 139-422. Four Quartets (London, 1944), p. 19.
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critics who dismiss a Christian interpretation as invalid--a dismissal
founded shakily on distrust of the Mariner’s narrative.
The principal cause of such distrust is an intellectually naive
disinclination to read the poem as romance. Those sharing this
disinclination belong to what I call the school of Mrs Barbauld, after
the first to complain that the poem is ‘improbable’. * One instance of
this disinclination bears on whether the eighth pairing in the blessingcentred pattern--the pairing of ‘skeletal’ ships--is, as argued above,
rooted in physical space-time. Jerome McGann contends that really
there is no initial skeletal ship, that the Mariner merely hallucinates
it.’ Coleridge takes it for granted’, he writes, ‘that an “Enlightened”
mind of his or a later period will not believe that the spectre-bark ever
had a concrete and objective existence or that the creatures called
Death and Life-in-Death ever did what the poem reports or ever
existed in the ordinary sense’. † If the spectre-ship and its creepy couple
exist only in the Mariner’s troubled mind, half of the eighth
parenthesis is located in delusion rather than fictionally real spacetime. But if McGann and, following him, Paul Magnuson and Susan
Eilenberg are right that the skeletal ship and its occupants are
fictionally unbelievable then the ‘Enlightened’ reader must also
disbelieve in the other improbabilities of the poem--for example, the
death on board of all but the Mariner, the reanimation of their
bodies and the thousands-of-miles return to the port of departure of a

*

Coleridge, Table Talk II, Ed . C. Woodring (Princeton, 1900), pp. 272-3. The poet

subsequently remembered, ‘As for improbability, I owned that that might admit
some question’. Early Romantic Writers, Ed. D. Perkins (Fort Worth, 1995), p. 520.
†

McGann, p. 163.
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crewless ship, mostly at super speed (lines 390-3).* It is precisely such
a realization that prompts John Beer, writing a decade before
McGann, to resist his own inclination to disbelieve in ‘any of the
events after the onset of’ the Mariner’s ‘thirst-agony’. † The
imaginative restrictions of realism would reduce most of the
narrative to dream or delusion and, therefore, to insignificance—a
mere case study—which is close to how one Barbauldian actually
reads the poem. ‡ But The Rime of the Ancient Mariner is not realism;
it is romance, in which the improbable imaginatively can and does
happen. Coleridge implies this in his famous statement in Chapter
XIV of the Biographia:
In this idea originated the plan of the ‘Lyrical Ballads’, in which it was agreed,
that my endeavours should be directed to persons and characters supernatural, or at
least romantic, yet so as to transfer from our inward nature a human interest and a
semblance of truth sufficient to procure for these shadows of imagination that willing
suspension of disbelief for the moment, which constitutes poetic faith.

In this passage he defines his poem as a ‘romantic’ fiction
requiring the suspension of realistic disbelief. § If you can read the
narrative as romance, believing in its fictional actuality, you can
accept the origin of the structural pairings in narrative space-time.
Moreover, these pairings evoke emboitement structure, and the
relation of that structure to romance is, as we have seen, generic.
The thematic significance of the overall spatial structure of the
*

Magnuson, Coleridge and Wordsworth: A Lyrical Dialogue (Princeton, 1988), p.

63; Eilenberg, p. 33.
†

Coleridge’s Poetic Intelligence (New York, 1977), p. 145.

‡

Merton Christensen, "Udolpho, Horrid Mysteries, and Coleridge’s Machinery of the

Imagination’ The Wordsworth Circle. 2 (1971), 153-9.
§

Magnuson also interprets the passage this way, p. 85.
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poem, consisting of the two patterns of pairings, is a matter for
further critical discussion and debate. By way of initiating that
debate, I would suggest that the large pattern and what it signifies
are non-denominational, or, better, radically ecumenical. Even in
relation to content, its symbolism is open, broadly moral and
spiritual rather than specifically or exclusively Christian. I disagree
with the assessment by M. H. Abrams that the poem is informed by
a ‘Christian plot’, an assessment generally accepted in traditional
criticism and by some contemporary critics. * There is no plot.
There are only a series of events in which the two principal acts,
the killing and the blessing, are spontaneous rather than explicable
as caused--an absence of psychological motivation characteristic of
ballads and medieval narrative in general. Neither is the pattern of
events specifically Christian, although consonant with Christianity.
Events in the poem contain or imply three major elements:
moral error, suffering and change of heart. The mythological
underlayers of these events may include the Christian doctrinal
narrative of the Fall and Redemption, although Robert Penn
Warren is mistaken in saying that the killing symbolically ‘reenacts the Fall’--a statement implying that the romance specifically
and exclusively embodies this myth. † The myths underlying this
romance also include pre-Christian and Christian descents into
hell, animism and sun-worship. On the primary fictional level of
*

Abrams, p. 272. McGann agrees with Abrams, p. 165. So does David Perkins, ‘The

Ancient Mariner’ and its Interpreters: Some Versions of Coleridge, Modern
Language Quarterly 57 (September 1996), 426.
†

R. Penn Warren. ‘A Poem of Pure Imagination: An Experiment in Reading’ (1945),

reprinted in New and Selected Essays (New York, 1989), p. 360.
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romance, the Mariner violates the ties binding all living beings and
redeems himself or is redeemed but not necessarily or even probably
by the death of Jesus. All we know is that he blesses the water snakes
in loving response to their vitality and beauty--an act to which super
natural powers (high Christian and deep pagan) respond by releasing
him from the torment of life in death, a release that is immediate. He
does continue a while to suffer the ‘the curse’ in the dead men’s eyes
(line 260), which may correspond to his feeling guilty for occasioning
their deaths. The ‘curse’ inhibits his ability to pray (line 441), even
though he was able to pray immediately after the blessing (line 288).
Freed finally from their gaze, he enjoys complete, uncomplicated
metaphysical communion with God. By loving, the Mariner accrues to
himself the benefits of being loved.
What of the water snakes, how significant are they? That he
blesses them is symbolically suggestive, since snakes of any kind
(albeit in the plural) must on some level evoke the biblical serpent.*
And these snakes are—like so many things in our Edens—tempters: they
tempt to disgust, they tempt to blessing. Furthermore, their evocation of
the serpent of Genesis suggests, in the blessing of them, a universal
redemption or benignity that cancels the moral antitheses of Genesis
and of Judaism and Christianity--even though differences between
oceanic water snakes and the serpent in the garden preclude more than
a hint at this possibility.
*

This observation was made in the winter of 2005 by one of 150 undergraduates in

my first-year survey of British Literature at the University of Windsor--I do not
know her name. Lacking the perspective to appreciate it, I told her, no, these are
water snakes and plural, whereas the snake in Genesis is landed and singular. I was
blind but now I see.
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The redemption of the Mariner is, then, theologically
indeterminate or open. The explicitly Christian allusions pervading the
poem may seem to give Christianity priority among religious
possibilities, but these allusions are largely a function of setting and
narrative point of view, as is the prevalence of the Mariner’s medieval
Catholicism. His Catholicism and the vaguer Christianity of the glosswriter * are consonant with the spiritual-moralpsychological meaning
of the symbolically charged events of the poem but not exclusively.
As the presence of the Polar Spirit indicates, the range of meaning of
these events also accommodates pagan religion. If, therefore, divine
grace underlies the Mariner’s change of heart, it may be present in and
available through nature continually from the moment of creation
rather than having been reintroduced to fallen human nature by the
redemptive sacrifice of Jesus.
The critics who argue against consonance with Christianity
fundamentally misread the poem. One of these is Raimonda Modiano,
who holds that ‘Christian doctrine fails to explain’ the Mariner’s
‘world of excessive suffering and irrational events’ and that ‘the
Mariner desires to make sense of chance and irrationality in terms of
accepted myths in order to maintain control over an experience that
borders on madness † This recalls the initial impression Beer had years
earlier that the poem seems to be about the unintelligibility of the
*

McGann suggests that the gloss-writer is a Broad-Church Anglican (p. 153), and

he may be, although there seems no evidence of this, and the glossifier’s reference to
Mary as ‘the holy Mother’ (at line 297) is not typically Broad Church.
†

Words and ‘Languageless’ Meanings: Limits of Expression in The Rime of the

Ancient Mariner, MLQ, 38 (March 1977), 40-61, reprinted in Romantic Poetry, eds.
Karl Kroeber and Gene Ruoff (New Brunswick: Rutgers, 1993), pp. 222, 233.
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universe, an impression he resisted, however, convinced that
‘Coleridge is concerned not only to present “the riddle of the world”
but to offer a possible key to its solution’ in ‘a new version of
“justifying the ways of God to man”.’ * Paraphrasing Milton’s
declaration of purpose may seem excessive, but it agrees with
Coleridge’s own declared purpose as thinker and poet three months
before completing the first version of the poem. On 16 January 1798,
while he was drafting the first version of The Ancient Mariner, he writes,
‘I wish to acquire knowledge as a philosopher and fame as a poet ...
that I may be enabled ... to defend Religion ably, and by my reputation
to draw attention to the defense of it’. †
Let us examine specific objections by contemporary critics to
consonance with Christianity. Chief among these objections is that to
the Mariner’s ongoing ‘penance’ as a violation, presumably by God, of
Christian standards of behaviour. The Mariner’s ongoing intermittent
compulsion to narrate his story to and for others troubles Edward
Hostetter, who writes, ‘However we look at it, there is something
arbitrary and less than merciful in the way ... the higher powers defer
to the Polar Spirit: who requires ‘vengeance’ (gloss at line 382), which
becomes the Mariner’s ‘penance’.‡ Arden Reed is driven to believe the
*
†

Beer, pp. 180-1, 149.

To John Prior Estlin, Collected Letters of Samuel Taylor Coleridge I, ed. E. L.

Griggs (Oxford, 1956), p. 221. Since Coleridge writes after being delivered by
Wedgwood’s annuity from financially needing to enter the Unitarian ministry, he
may be overstating his religious enthusiasm, but the statement can hardly be
discredited. The version of the poem that appeared in the first edition of Lyrical
Ballads was drafted between November 1797 and March 1798.
‡

Bostetter, ‘The Nightmare World of The Ancient Mariner, Studies in Romanticism

I, 4 (Summer 1962), reprinted in Coleridge: A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. K.
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Mariner an unreliable narrator--otherwise ‘why should the polar spirit
continue to “requir[e] vengeance” * ‘And’, Reed continues, ‘why, if
the Mariner has an authentic perception of the “one Life”, should he
have to go on paying servitude to Life-in-Death in a Purgatory without
end?’ † Actually, the penance has nothing to do with Life-in-Death, a
personage and condition from which the Mariner has long since been
released. Nevertheless, the objection by Bostetter and Reed to the
injustice of the penance--which others, including Fruman and Perry,
share ‡--stands and should be addressed. Although homelessness may
not involve much suffering for the Mariner, he does intermittently
experience ‘woeful agony’ (line 579) and a heart that ‘burns’ (line
585), although these symptoms are relieved by telling his story.
Why would a Christian God allow such suffering? Initially, this
amounts to asking why he would allow the Polar Spirit’s vengeance.

Coburn (Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1967), p. 64.
*

Actually it is the glossifier who identifies the Polar Spirit as wanting vengeance

(at line 400). Reed would probably regard the glossifier as unreliable. We also
know of the Polar Spirit through the dreams of the crew (line 131), through the
sensible interpretation by the Mariner of his ship moving without wind (lines
374-9), and through the statement of airy spirits heard by the Mariner in a ‘fit’
(line 402). The fictional reality of the Polar Spirit is implied, moreover, in
Wordsworth’s original conception for the poem as communicated to Coleridge:
‘you represent’ the Mariner ‘as having killed one of these birds on entering the
South Sea, and that the tutelary spirits of these regions take upon them to avenge
the crime’. C. Wordsworth, Memoirs of William Wordsworth, Poet-Laureate (London,
1851), p. 107.
†

Reed, Romantic Weather: the Climates of Coleridge and Baudelaire (Hanover, 1983), p.

195.
‡

Fruman, p. 354, Perry, 284.
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An answer might be that the pagan spirit retains some rights in the
polytheological economy of this romance. God does not, however,
merely allow vengeance; he transforms it into penance. There’s a big
difference. A clue to whether suffering by the Mariner has meaning
may be found in the odd expression in Reed’s objection above,
‘Purgatory without end’--odd because by definition purgatory always
ends. As Coleridge was fully aware, the Catholic doctrine of purgatory
holds that sin forgiven may yet entail punishment or suffering, and
that such suffering endured during earthly life replaces or diminishes
that which would otherwise be required after death. That is to say,
medieval Christianity accommodates within its theology the ongoing,
albeit (I think) tolerable, suffering of the Mariner, which bothers so
many critics. Three years before adding the gloss, Coleridge expresses
his personal conviction that ‘punishments’ by God can never be
vindictive but ‘must be either for amendment, or warning for others’,
and as a consequence, he says, he does not believe in hell. About
purgatory, however, he expresses no opinion, possibly because it
involves suffering ‘for amendment’, to which he has no objection.
Rather than express disapproval of this doctrine, he writes, ‘That the
Catholics practice more superstition than morals, is the effect of other
doctrines. Supererogation; the invocation of saints; power of relics,
&c. &c. and not of Purgatory, which can only act as a general motive,
to what must depend on other causes.’* It may be argued that
*

Collected Letters of Samuel Taylor Coleridge III, p. 468. ‘Supererogation’ is the

Catholic doctrine that a person can perform good acts beyond what is required by
God for salvation, a doctrine denied by the Church of England in the fourteenth of
its Thirty-Nine Articles.
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Coleridge does not need to express disbelief in purgatory since the
Church of England does it for him, but that Church upholds the
doctrine of hell in which he expressly professes disbelief. Whether
explicable to us or not, human suffering, on earth or hereafter, may
either have meaning or not preclude the possibility of meaning, in an
ultimately benign universe.
If the author of the gloss is right about vengeance being exacted
by the Polar Spirit, then the Mariner’s fate is a compromise between
unforgiving paganism and forgiving Christianity. This is not
problematic for medieval Christianity since it allows for the paradox
of total forgiveness and continuing penance. If the glossifier is wrong,
the Mariner’s intermittent suffering is an extreme neurotic
compulsion, an affliction on the order of the madness of ‘the Pilot’s
boy, / Who now doth crazy go’ (lines 564-5). In other words, people
suffer misfortunes inexplicable in Christian theology, even if the
doctrine of the Fall exonerates God. The Mariner’s fate and the
unknown character of the Polar Spirit may account for Coleridge
describing the poem as ‘incomprehensible: as might his belief in
‘original Sin’ as a ‘mystery’. * In any case, what Modiano objects to as
the Mariner’s ‘bleakly absurd’ fate † is hardly an unrelieved torment.
Rather it resembles an occupational calling, albeit one the Mariner
cannot refuse, that of a prophet or evangelizer, both vocations being
highly compatible with neurosis. The Mariner’s occasional ‘woeful
agony’ and ‘burning’ heart are no worse than your migraines or my
*

Biographia Literaria, eds. J. Engell and W. J. Bate (Princeton, 1983), p. 28; Collected

Letters of Samuel Taylor Coleridge I, p. 396.
†

Modiano, p. 222.
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debilitating backaches. Moreover, unlike us, he achieves immediate
relief. Critics who have objections to congruence of the poem with
Christianity and discount the Mariner’s Christian interpretation of his
experience fail to discriminate between profound good and the less
profound evil, if evil it is, of the Mariner’s ‘penance’. The profound
good consists of his blessing, his release from life-in-death, his
awareness of the general communion of all living things, his
participation in that communion by returning to, travelling in, and
praying with human society, and his belief in love. It is important to
avoid the error of dismissing what we do understand as good because
we do not understand everything.
Critics have noted other matters that, they think, make nonsense
of the Mariner’s Christian interpretation of his experience. Leslie
Stephen observes that ‘the moral, which would apparently be that
people who sympathize with a man who shoots an albatross will die in
prolonged torture of thirst, is open to obvious objections’. * But the
Mariner’s crewmates do not merely ‘sympathise’; they approve. They,
too, are morally guilty of the killing, albeit (to use legal language)
after the fact. Why, though, should anyone suffer for shooting a bird?
Fruman actually asks this question, and Bostetter implies it in
objecting to ‘an act that provokes the cosmos into reaffirming itself in
its most outrageous and arbitrary form’. † As most readers have
*

Stephen, Hours in a Library I (London, 1907), p. 355. This passage is quoted by

Beer who sees it as indicative of the kind of moral puzzle presented by the poem (p.
147), and by Perry, who sees it as ‘unanswerable’ (p. 283). Fruman puts the
objection more succinctly: ‘the wrong people are punished’ (p. 354). Ferguson
writes that the fate of the crew ‘seems cruel indeed’ (p. 628).
†

Fruman, p. 354; Bostetter, p. 76.
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appreciated, however, it is precisely this implied question that forces
us to interpret the killing as symbolically homicidal. The Albatross is
imaginatively humanised: it comes for nine evenings ‘for food or play
... to the mariner’s hollo’ (lines 73-4); the Mariner and his mates hail it
‘as if it had been a Christian soul’ (line 65). Furthermore, it partakes
of the great romantic communion between man and nature, especially
animate nature. This communion is what Coleridge means by there
being ‘one Life’ that we all share, an idea succinctly expressed in
Blake’s statement, ‘Everything that lives is holy.’ Killing the bird
pointlessly, i.e., not for food, is a violation of that communion and,
therefore, of love.
It should not be assumed, as Stephen seems to assume, that the
fate of the crewmates is worse than that of the Mariner. They die; he
does not. But is death, especially if synonymous with extinction, the
worst that can befall a person? The Mariner’s initial fate seems far
worse to me, a living hell (potentially endless, since life ends but
death does not, so life-in-death may go on forever) involving thirst,
sleeplessness, isolation from all but corpses and complete spiritual
alienation and aridity. If this condition were to continue, then only
crew members who go to hell (if they do) would suffer more. The
Mariner certainly does not think they all go to hell: as ‘The souls did
from their bodies fly,’ he says, ‘They fled to bliss’ (heaven) ‘or woe’
(lines 220-1)--‘woe’ being a) hell or b) purgatory followed by heaven.
The Mariner’s initial fate is determined not by his being the killer
but by a game of chance between Death and Life-in-Death. Bostetter
contends--and Beer, Modiano and Perry agree--that the dice game
‘knocks out any attempt to impose systematic philosophical or
religious interpretation’ since it ‘makes chance the decisive factor in
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the Mariner’s punishment’. * But this is to limit reality to this world
and physicality, where, anyhow, chance is often a decisive factor. And
beyond this world physicality, chance is not the decisive factor. Guilt
is. All aboard are punished. The toss of dice merely decides the form
of the Mariner’s punishment. If Death had won, the Mariner, like the
other crew members, would have gone to ‘bliss or woe’. Quoting
Einstein’s declaration of faith in an ordered universe, Perry objects
that ‘God doesn’t play dice?† But neither Death nor Life-in-Death is
God. Nor, necessarily, are they simply, like angels, agents of God. In
this romance, they may have a degree of autonomy or freedom such as
God (if he exists) evidently allows beings in reality. In any event, the
dice-toss is not an expression of absolute cosmic power. Its
determination is cut short when, by blessing the water snakes, the
Mariner releases himself (or is released) from the fate of life-in-death.
In other words, all along, he has controlled his destiny. Of course, he
gets a longer second chance than the rest of the crew, all earthly time
after the killing being second chance. But perhaps their second chance
continues in some other dimension of existence—we don’t know.
Magnuson and Reed see no restorative significance in the blessing
of the water snakes, and Perry agrees. ‡ For Magnuson and Reed at
least, it follows that the slipping of the dead Albatross from the
Mariner’s neck immediately after the blessing is a coincidence; as, I
suppose, is the subsequent return of the Mariner’s ability to sleep, the
coming of rain, the windless motion of the ship, and the animation of
*

Bostetter, p. 68; Modiano p. 230. Using unimpressive logic, Beer writes that

the dice-toss seems ‘to negate any validity of free will in the poem’ (p. 148).
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the dead crewmates, all following soon after the blessing of the water
snakes. These critics see the blessing as unimportant, owing to the
Mariner’s continuing subsequently to suffer. *
They fail to discriminate between the torment of life-in-death,
which has ended, and the relative absence of suffering in the penance
or compulsive neurosis, which continues, which benefits the wedding
guest and others at other times, and about which the Mariner expresses
not the least regret. To those who deny meaning to the universe on
account of the Mariner’s ‘suffering’, I would put this question: is life
for the Mariner more difficult than, or even as difficult as, life for
Wordsworth’s elderly but resolutely patient leech-gatherer? (Granted,
the Mariner’s condition is divinely allowed, while that of the leechgatherer may or may not be. Post-medieval, non-Catholic readers may
be unimpressed with the notion of purgatory as alleviating the ethical
problem of divine agency. (After all, why should sins forgiven require
suffering?) In this respect Coleridge’s poem is not hermetically sealed
off from life philosophically or theologically considered. Objection to
there being a God who permits any degree of suffering rests, in any
event, on a hedonistic preference for a largely fanciful alternative to
the lives we actually live. Suffering precludes meaning only if
meaning is not largely a matter of how we suffer. There may be
considerable meaning if we suffer with patience, fortitude, or love.
This is, in fact, implied by the Mariner’s attitude towards his condition
and is, therefore, an aspect of the meaning of the poem.
In the similes of close pursuit, which constitute the third pairing
in the large pattern, Coleridge seems to anticipate recent and
contemporary critics interpreting his fictional universe as morally
*
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absurd. In those similes, the frightening imagery corresponds to a
view of the universe as a place of merciless persecution and
victimization, where people are meaninglessly badgered and forced
into unhappy circumstances. The pairing of similes involves imagery
of paranoia, which corresponds to a range of critical vision that
conceives of God in the poem as nonexistent, incompetent, or cruel.
It is a range of vision that Coleridge apparently appreciates, gives
symbolic expression to, but sees beyond.
We have considered the points of view of the Mariner and of
recent critics, along the way glancing at that of Coleridge, whose
views we will now consider more fully. When he wrote the poem, he
was an intellectually sophisticated Unitarian preacher. Familiar by
1792 with the new German biblical Higher Criticism,* he was certainly
aware of paganism underlying the Mariner’s Catholicism and coexisting with the Christianity of the primary narrator. What I describe
as the open but directional vision informing the poem conforms to
Coleridge’s cultural-anthropological-philosophical ‘system’, which he
said ‘is the only attempt I know, ever made to reduce all knowledges
into harmony … I show to each system that I fully understand and
rightfully appreciate what that system means; but then I lift up that
system to a higher point of view, from which I enable it to see its
former position, where it was, indeed, but under another light and with
different relation ? † Essential to the higher view is fundamental
harmony with the lower view, which presumes a common direction
of meaning. In the poem, pagan animism and sun-worship seem
lifted up by medieval Catholicism, which may, in turn, be lifted
*
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up by the Unitarianism of Coleridge when he wrote the poem. In
writing it, he suspended his own theological disbelief--in saints,
the sacrament of confession, hell and, perhaps, purgatory--for the
sake of what he did theologically believe in. With impressive
tolerance, he saw through what he considered false doctrines to
Catholic devotion to God as Love. By the time Coleridge added
the glosses and made later revisions, his personal beliefs
approximated those of Broad Church (liberal) Anglicanism, so
that he had ‘lowered’ himself from Unitarianism to a faith closer to
that of the Mariner.* Without reference to higher or lower views,
McGann seems basically right in stating that ‘the specific function
of the poem was to illustrate a significant continuity of meaning
between cultural phenomena that seemed as diverse as pagan
superstition, Catholic theology, Aristotelian science, and
contemporary philological theory’--though use of the word
‘superstition’ betrays a bias against pagan religion that is foreign
to the poem and to Coleridge. If, as McGann also writes, the
‘whole truth’ of the poem ‘is in a perpetual process of becoming’, †
it can only be a ‘becoming’ in the direction that cannot deny
animist natural community and the Christian valuation of love.
This is the meaning of the poem, or the direction of its meaning, as
*
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the Trinity, ‘not as deduced from human reason . . . but as a clear revelation of
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expressed by its content informed by the structure of paired images
or events.
Anyone caught up in the temporal experience of reading is
unlikely to notice the spatial form of parenthetically paired images.
Initially, he or she notices them temporally, as echoes or near
repetitions. Reflexively or retrospectively, however, the poem can
be synchronically or spatially imagined. The multiplicity of
pairings in the large pattern, their chiasmic symmetries and the
centricity they cumulatively establish invite, if not insist on, an
imaginative shift to spatial perception. That the narrative concerns
a voyage through space and occurs in memory aids this shift in
perception. To distinguish spatial structure is not, of course, to
separate it from or neglect predominantly temporal aspects of
form. In its narrative of a voyage from a port in Europe, possibly
England, to Antarctica, into the Indian Ocean and back round
Africa to the port of origin, the poem is a seamless union of
imagined space-time. In its underlying myth, the journey is
primarily, I think, to hell and back. The three (or two) anomalous
killing-centred pairings give structural expression to this being a
hell-haunted poem. What the large pattern of nine parentheses
establishes is that hell is not the ultimate destination. But to speak of
destinations is to imagine temporally. Spatially, the structure of this
poem implies that the predominant centre, blessing or love, is deeply
everywhere and always accessible. And so is the beauty, which is its
primary intimation.
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